AGREEMENT REGARDING QUESTIONS FOR ONLINE STUDENT EVALUATIONS
August 5, 2015

Pursuant to Section 12.8 and 12.8.1 of the 2014-2017 TET CBA, the AAUP-WSU and the University agree to use the following questions for the online form to be used in all courses taught by tenured TET Members, beginning Fall Semester 2015.

Classroom Sections
1. To what extent did the instructor evaluate your work based on the expectations described in the course syllabus?
2. To what extent were you informed about your performance throughout the term?
3. To what extent did the instructor routinely start class on time and use the full class period?
4. How well were the course content and lectures organized?
5. How effectively did the instructor communicate both in and out of the classroom?
6. To what extent was the instructor reasonably available and responsive to your needs during office hours and appointments, or online?
7. Do you have any additional, relevant comments?

Distance Learning Sections
1. To what extent did the instructor evaluate your work based on the expectations described in the course syllabus?
2. To what extent were you informed about your performance throughout the term?
3. To what extent did the instructor routinely provide materials and assistance needed for your timely progress in the class?
4. How well were the course materials organized?
5. How effectively did the instructor communicate with the class?
6. To what extent was the instructor reasonably available and responsive to your requests and questions during office hours, at other scheduled times, or online?
7. Do you have any additional, relevant comments?
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